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 The genetic background can influence the activity of genes.  For example, Wright (1988) 
pointed out:  
 

“Most early geneticists thought of the phenotype as if it were a mosaic of unit characters, 
each determined by a single locus, with effects as conspicuous as those that they used in 
their experiments.  They thought of alleles as having constant relative selective values. … 
This early viewpoint changed with the demonstration … that quantitative variation 
usually depends on the total effect of multiple minor factors.  This implied that numerous 
superior combinations could exert more or less similar effects and that the selective value 
of any gene depends on the rest of the genome.”  

 
It is clear that genetic backgrounds can influence phenotypes.  For example, genetic backgrounds 
alter viability associated with visible and lethal mutations in Drosophila melanogaster (Polivanov, 
1964;  Anderson, 1969), the lifespan and olfactory behavior of D. melanogaster (Leips and Mackay, 
2000;  Anholt et al., 2003), the expression of a knockout mutation that affects behavior in mice 
(Brown et al., 1996), blood and bone traits in mice and rats (Shao et al., 2008), the response to 
selection and growth in plants (Ungerer et al., 2003;  Alcazar et al., 2009), ovarian cancer in humans 
with mutations in the BRCA1 gene (Tagliaferri et al., 2009), and human genetic diseases (Badano 
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and Katsanis, 2002), including X-linked adrenoleukodystrophy (X-ALD) (Moser et al., 2005;  Lewis, 
2012).   
 It is the objective of this study to attempt to identify the influence of genetic background on 
viability associated with dominant visible mutations that are also recessive lethals in D. 
melanogaster.  Examples of the crossing schemes used in this study are shown in Figure 1 and Figure 
2.  The mutations tested were Dr Mio (Drop small eye defect, third chromosome) and a combination of 
the two mutations Gl Sb  (Glued, small eye, and Stubble, short bristles, third chromosome).  The 
inbred lines used for genetic backgrounds with Dr Mio were yIB251, PCIB24, PPIB34, and IB1&2-11, 
whereas the inbred lines used for genetic backgrounds with Gl Sb were yIB254, PCIB27, PPIB37, 
and IB1&2-11.  The number in each inbred line designation is the number of generations of single 
brother/sister matings for each line at the time of their use.  The C(1)DX, y w f chromosome is two X 
chromosomes attached to a single centromere and contains the recessive markers y (yellow, yellow 
body color), w (white, white eyes), and f (forked, short bristles).  TM6, Ubx and LVM are balancer 
third chromosomes (see Lindsley and Zimm, 1992). 

 
 
 
 

The crosses of Figure 1 were repeated with the PCIB24, PPIB34, and IB1&2-11 inbred lines.  
It is our hypothesis that the proportion of Dr Mio and Dr+ progeny will vary for each cross, due to 
interactions of Dr Mio and Dr+ with different alleles of other genes in the genetic backgrounds.  
 The same crosses as in Figure 1 were repeated using Gl Sb / LVM males and yIB254, 
PCIB27, PPIB37, and IB1&2-11 inbred lines.  An example of these crosses is shown in Figure 2. 

yIB251 females  ×  DrMio/TM6, Ubx males 

 

C(1)DX, y w f/Y;+/+  females × y/Y; DrMio /+  males 

 

Score number of y; DrMio / + males (small Drop eyes) and y; + / + males (normal eyes), 
plus the number of C(1)DX, y w f/Y ; DrMio / + females (small Drop eyes) and C(1)DX, y 
w f/Y; +/ + females (normal eyes). 
    

Figure 1.  Mating scheme used to measure the effect of genetic background on 
viability of the DrMio dominant visible/recessive lethal mutation in D. 
melanogaster.  

 

yIB254 females ×  Gl Sb/LVM males 

 

C(1)DX, y w f/Y;+/+  females  × y/Y; Gl Sb /+  males 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Score number of y; Gl Sb / + males (Glue eyes and 
Stubble bristles) and y; + / + males (normal eyes and 

bristles), plus the number of C(1)DX, y w f/Y ; Gl Sb/ + 
females (Glue eyes and Stubble bristles) and C(1)DX, y 

w f/Y; +/ + females (normal eyes and bristles). 
 

Figure 2.  Mating scheme used to 
measure the effect of genetic 
background on viability of the Gl Sb 
dominant visible/recessive lethal 
mutations in D. melanogaster. 
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It was our hypothesis that the proportion of Gl Sb and Gl+ Sb+ progeny will vary for each 
cross, due to interactions of Gl Sb and Gl+ Sb+ with different alleles of other genes in the genetic 
backgrounds.  
 We also recorded the number of triplo-X females that were recovered in each cross of Figures 
1 and 2 to determine if the genetic background influences the survival of XXX females.  These triplo-
X females are easily identified because they are wild type for the yellow, white, and forked genes, 
plus they have crumpled wings and deformed rear legs (Lindsley and Zimm, 1992).  
 
 
Results 
 

The results of the effect of genetic backgrounds on the viability of the Dr Mio and Gl Sb 
dominant visible and recessive lethal mutations are shown in Tables 1-3 and Figures 3-5.  As shown 
in Table 1 and Figure 3, the frequencies of recovered Dr Mio/+ and +/+ males and females in the four 
genetic backgrounds were significantly different (P = 0.036).   
 

 
Table 1.  Effect of genetic backgrounds on viability of DrMio / + and +/ + progeny. 
 

Genetic 
Background from: 

Number of 
+/ + 

females 

Number of 
DrMio / + 
females 

Number of 
+/ + 

males 

Number of 
DrMio / + 
males 

yIB251 251 268 379 454 
PPIB34 339 309 518 511 
PCIB24 412 383 707 650 
IB1 & 2-11 431 420 622 616 
P = 0.036     
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Figure 3.  Effect of genetic backgrounds on viability of Dr Mio / + and +/ + progeny. 
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Table 2.  Effect of genetic backgrounds on viability of Gl Sb and Gl+ Sb+ progeny. 
 

Genetic 
Background from: 

Number of 
+ +/+ + 
females 

Number of 
Gl Sb /++ 
females 

Number of 
+ +/+ + 
males 

Number of 
Gl Sb /+ + 

males 
yIB254 271 229 344 340 
PPIB37 336 308 530 465 
PCIB27 278 257 410 432 
IB1 & 2-11 391 365 583 552 
P = 0.48     
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Figure 4.  Effect of genetic backgrounds on viability of Gl Sb and Gl+ Sb+ progeny 
 

 
Table 3.  Effect of genetic backgrounds on viability of XXX (triplo-X) 
and XX females. 
 

Genetic 
Background from: 

Number of 
XXX (triplo-X) 

females 

Number of 
XX 

females 

% 
XXX (triplo-X) 

females 
yIB251-257 6 1108 0.54 
PPIB34-37 78 1292 5.69 
PCIB24-27 40 1320 2.94 
IB1 & 2-11 21 1607 1.29 
P < 0.0001    

 
 

The significant difference in progeny in Table 1 and Figure 3 was due to differences in the 
recovery of Dr Mio / + and +/ + males (P = 0.03), but not females (P = 0.54).   
 In contrast to the Dr Mio crosses, there was a non-significant difference (P = 0.48) in the 
recovery of Gl Sb/+ + and + +/+ + progeny, as shown in Table 2 and Figure 4.  
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There was also a significant difference (P < 0.001) in recovery of triplo-X females with 
different genetic backgrounds, as shown in Table 3 and Figure 5.  The numbers of females in Table 3 
and Figure 5 were taken from both the Dr Mio and the Gl Sb experiments.  It should be noted that 13 
of these triplo-X females were tested and found to be sterile, as expected.   

In summary, the genetic background did influence the recovery of D. melanogaster with the 
mutation Dr Mio (which is a dominant visible and a recessive lethal mutation) and the recovery of 
triplo-X females.  In relation to the latter observation, it might be of interest for students to discuss if 
the frequencies of humans with trisomy-21 (Down syndrome), XO (Turner syndrome) and XXY 
(Klinefelter syndrome) would be expected to vary in different parts of the world, based on the 
assumption that genetic backgrounds are not the same in humans.  Students could also go to the 
World Wide Web and see if frequencies of humans with extra or missing chromosomes are given for 
different parts of the world.   
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melanogaster, Academic Press, Inc., NY;  Moser, H.W., G.V. Rymond, and P. Dubey 2005,  JAMA 
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Figure 5:  Effect of genetic 
backgrounds on viability of 
XXX (triplo-X) and XX females.  
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